Milton Academy
Student Transportation Protocol

Milton Academy seeks to maximize use of Academy owned vehicles for student transportation whenever possible. Additionally, in an ongoing effort to streamline vendor services and maximize purchasing power, the Academy has contracted with First Student Yellow Bus and Brush Hill Tours Coach Bus as exclusive providers of transportation with utilization dependent on the size of the group and distance of the trip.

Academy Vehicles
- **7 passenger vans**: for 7 passengers or less with no restriction on distance.
- **12 passenger vans**: for 12 passengers or less with no restriction on distance.
- **14 passenger minibuses**: for 14 passengers or less with no restriction on distance and utilized by Athletics on weekdays and Saturdays from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The boarding community may utilize minibuses in the evening hours and Sundays, to be coordinated with Athletics. All drivers must receive training from our insurance company prior to transporting students.

Contracted Bus Service
- **Yellow Bus**: 15 or more passengers traveling less than one hour and 15 minutes each way. First Student is the exclusive provider.
- **Coach Bus**: 15 or more passengers traveling more than one hour and 15 minutes each way. Brush Hill Tours is the exclusive provider.